Living in Jane Austen’s World in JASNA Publications

"... and a better acquaintance with the world is what I look forward to as her greatest possible advantage."  
Sense and Sensibility

Has the focus for the Louisville Annual General Meeting started you thinking about Living in Jane Austen’s World? Consider what some of JASNA’s authors have already said. This small sampling of informative and stimulating essays from Persuasions and Persuasions On-Line as well as publications from several JASNA regions provides insight into the everyday life in Regency England.

Houses and Homes


Food


Pursuing Fashion


**Money**

“Bingley’s Four or Five Thousand, and Other Fortunes from the North” by Linda Slothouber. *Persuasions* 35 (2013): 50-63.


**Health**


“Idleness and Melancholy in *Sense and Sensibility*” by Márta Pellérdi. *Persuasions On-Line* 32.2 (Summer 2012).


“Mr. Woodhouse is not a Hypochondriac!” by Ted Bader. *Persuasions On-Line* 21.2 (Summer 2000).


**Religion**


**Women’s Education, Women’s Place in Jane Austen’s Time**


**Professional Life**


**Entertainments**


**Travel**


“Travel in Jane Austen’s Time: A Regency Showroom” Adapted by Sue Forgue of the JASNA Greater Chicago Region from the “Travel in Sense and Sensibility” essays by Deb Barnum of the JASNA Vermont Region.

**Letters, Gossip, and News**


© The Jane Austen